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GENERAL INTEREST—Science

Pigeon poo, the Universe & car paint and other awesome science moments by Dr Karl Kruszelnicki

It ain’t necessarily so ..bro by Dr Karl Kruszelnicki

Dr Karl exposes more myth conceptions about life, the universe and everything.

That’s not in my science book: a compilation of little-known facts by Kate Kelly

Both the bizarre and ordinary technological marvels are explained in everyday language.

500/KRUS
500/KRUS
500/KELL
Moscow vector by Robert Ludlum

Russia’s increasingly authoritarian leaders are determined to rebuild Russia to its former power. Konstanin Malkovic has control over a bioweapon that is the perfect assassins’ tool. Covert One operatives are the only ones that can stop this murderous conspiracy.

F/LUDL

Alien tango by Gini Koch

Katherine “Kitty” Katt joined Centaurion Division five months ago, working with aliens from Alpha Centauri. An experimental spacecraft is unexpectedly returned to the Kennedy Space Centre and Kitty and the rest of the Alpha team are called on to investigate.

F/KRAU

To love, honour and betray by Kathy Lette

Lucy’s eighteen year old marriage suddenly ends when her husband Jasper walks out. Her daughter Tally blames Lucy for the marriage breakdown. Meanwhile Lucy is trying to survive the breakup she didn’t see coming.

S/LOVE

Nanny diaries by Nicola Kraus and Emma McLaughlin

Looking after Grayer, the four year old son of Nan’s employer is a job that Nan loves. However, in between looking after Grayer and running countless errands for Mrs X, Nan is still trying to have a life. Complications arise because of visits from Mr X’s mistress, catastrophic family outings and the case of the marriage ending panties.

F/KAUF

Copycat killings by Sofie Kelly

Mayville Heights has been deluged, and Kathleen Paulson has been helping her friends move their creations to an upstairs studio. A controversial mask maker Jaegar Merrill is found drowned in the co-op basement. Kathleen wonders if the death was accidental. With the help of Detective Marcus Gordon and her extraordinary cats, Kathleen is determined to find out.

F/KELL

Conqueror worms by Brian Keene

Flood waters slowly covered coastal cities and towns. People thought it was the end of the world, but the water wasn’t the worst part. The soaking rain had driven up from the beneath the ground, some wriggling, writhing, burrowing creatures that devoured everything in their path– The Conquering worms.

F/KEEN

Khai of Khem by Brian Lumley

Khai is condemned to be a slave until he escapes and goes to Kush where he obtains the rank of general in the army of Queen Ashtarta and becomes her lover. But Khai is betrayed by his best friend and the black magicians send his soul to modern England. Will he ever be able to return to his own time?

S/LUML

Sweet stuff by Donna Kauffman

After spending years living in Chicago, Riley Brown never thought she would find bliss on Georgia’s Sugarberry Island. Quinn Brannigan has come to Sugarberry to finish his latest novel in the islands peace and quiet. Suddenly Riley has a taste for bad boy authors.

S/KAUF
Study in darkness by Emma Jane Holloway

Meg Corbyn has always had trouble figuring out what it meant to live with the Others in Lakeside Courtyard. She is human and should be seen as tolerated prey, but her abilities as a Cassandra Sangue make her something more. Meg dreams of blood and black feathers in the snow. Is this a dream of a past attack or a future threat?

S/BISH BK.2

Clockwork angel by Cassandra Clare

Sixteen year old Tessa Gray arrives in London in the reign of Queen Victoria. Something terrifying is waiting for her in Downworld, a place where vampires, warlocks and other supernatural beings walk the gaslit streets. Tessa finds refuge for herself with the Shadowhunters, warriors who want to rid the world of demons.

S/CLAR BK.1

Cold days by Jim Butcher

Harry Dresden is Chicago’s first and only Wizard P.I. The everyday world is full of magical and strange things and most of them don’t play well with humans. His first task is to kill an Immortal. Harry also learns of a danger to Demonreach, the living island hidden in Lake Michigan. The danger could destroy billions. Harry has twenty four hours to prevent a cataclysm.

S/BUTC BK.14

Girl with all the gifts by M.R. Carey

Melanie waits every morning in her cell for the guards to come and get her. She is going to class, but first the guards have to strap her into the wheelchair. When she jokes with them about the fact she won’t bite, the guards never laugh.

S/CARE

One foot in the grave by Jeaniene Frost

Half vampire Cat Crawfield is now a special agent, now working for the government ridding the world of rogue undead. She is targeted for assassination and the only man that can help her is her ex, Bones. Can she keep the relationship professional or will their passion reignite?

S/FROS BK.2

In the blood by Adrian Phoenix

Dante Baptise and his band Inferno come to Seattle on tour and FBI special agent Heather Wallace is drawn back into the dangerous nightkind. Shady government forces have pledged to eliminate any loose ends from a project named Bad Seed. Heather and Dante are at the top of their list.

S/PHOE BK.2

Good, the bad and the undead by Kim Harrison

Rachel Morgan has been rather busy in the last few months. She had gained a vampiric roommate and opened her own runner agency. Her roommate’s evil ex wants her back and he sees Rachel as a tasty side dish.

S/HARR BK.2

Magic bites by Ilona Andrews

Kate Daniels is a down on her luck mercenary who cleans up magical problems for a price. Kate’s guardian is murdered and her quest for justice puts her in a power struggle between two strong factions within Atlanta’s magic circles. Both sides pressure her to find the killer and though she is out of her league, she wouldn’t have it any other way.

S/ANDR BK.1

Murder of crows by Anne Bishop

Evelina Cooper is drawn into her Uncle Sherlock’s world of murder and mystery as she is blackmailed by the Gold King to be his spy and unmask his enemy. He exiles her to the back alleys of Whitechapel, the hunting ground of Jack the Ripper. Evelina must hide her illegal magic, but at the same time she finds she is succumbing to the darker aspects of her power.

S/HOLL BK.2
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Sixteen year old Tessa Gray arrives in London in the reign of Queen Victoria. Something terrifying is waiting for her in Downworld, a place where vampires, warlocks and other supernatural beings walk the gaslit streets. Tessa finds refuge for herself with the Shadowhunters, warriors who want to rid the world of demons.

S/CLAR BK.1
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S/PHOE BK.2
Book Review

**Daemons are forever** by Simon R. Green

I don’t usually read Fantasy books, so imagine my surprise when I discovered an urban fantasy series that I really enjoyed. Daemons are forever is the second book in the Secret Histories series. They are all a clever take on the titles of James Bond movies.

The main character, Edwin ‘Eddie’ Drood (although he prefers Bond, Sharman Bond), is a member of a family of secret agents who protect the world against nasty beasts and try to keep humans from knowing the peril that they are really in.

The story is a rollicking adventure of fantasy, comedy, ghosts, flying trains, car chases and weaponry that would make James Bond envious.

S/GREE